Current findings from intervention in bilingual aphasia are inconclusive regarding the extent to which levels of language proficiency and degree of linguistic distance between treated 2 and non-treated languages influence cross-language generalisation and changes in levels of language activation and inhibition following treatment. In this study we enrolled a 65-year-old multilingual speaker with aphasia and administered treatment in his L1, Dutch. We assessed preand post-treatment performance for 7 of his languages, 5 of high proficiency and 2 of lower proficiency. We asked whether treatment in L1 would generalise to his other languages or increase interference among them. Forty hours of treatment were completed over the course of five weeks. Each language was tested three times at pre-treatment and at post-treatment. Testing included measures of narrative production, answering questions, picture description and question generation. Dependent measures examined language efficiency, defined as Correct Information Units/min. as well as language mixing, defined as proportion of code-mixed whole words. We found that our participant's improved efficiency in Dutch was mirrored by parallel improvement in the four languages of high proficiency, English, German, Italian, and French. In contrast, in his languages of lower proficiency, Norwegian and Spanish, improved efficiency was limited.
INTRODUCTION
Bilingual speakers who acquire aphasia typically receive language intervention in one of their languages. Research studies have provided mixed results to answer the question of whether treatment-related improvement in language production and comprehension of individuals with aphasia generalises to their untreated language(s) (e.g. Faroqi-Shah, Frymark, Mullen, and Wang, 2010; Kohnert and Peterson, 2012) . Several research studies have reported robust crosslanguage generalisation (e.g. Kiran and Iakupova, 2011; Knoph, 2013; Kurland and Falcon, 2011) , whereas others have reported limited or non-existent change in the untreated language (Abutalebi, Della Rosa, Tettamanti, Green, and Kappa, 2009; Keane and Kiran, 2015; Meinzer, Obleser, Flaisch, Eulitz, and Rockstroh, 2007; Miller Amberber, 2012) . It is also common for such treatment studies to report cross-language generalisation in some, but not all, outcome measures (e.g. Altman, Goral, and Levy, 2012; Laganaro and Overton-Venet, 2001) , to some, but not all, untreated languages (e.g. Goral, Rosas, Conner, Maul, and Obler, 2012; Knoph, Lind, and Simonsen, 2015; Miertsch, Meisel, and Isel, 2009 ) and ---for studies that report on several bilingual participants---to find the generalisation in some, but not all, participants (e.g. Croft, Marshall, Pring, and Hardwick, 2011; Kiran and Roberts, 2010; Kiran, Sandberg, Gray, Ascenso, and Kester, 2013) .
For example, Goral and colleagues enrolled a trilingual speaker of Hebrew, English, and French, who was seven years post a left CVA and demonstrated mild aphasia in all his languages. Treatment targeted morphosyntactic structures in sentence production and was conducted in English, his second language (L2). Following treatment, testing revealed improved accuracy on several measures of language production in the treated language. As well, the untreated French (L3) demonstrated improved grammatical accuracy, for example, increased correct use of prepositions and pronouns, but not on other measures, including article use and speech rate in sentence production (Goral, Levy, and Kastl, 2010) . Moreover, morphosyntactic measures at the sentence level did not show change in his other untreated language, his L1 Hebrew, while other measures of connected speech production, such as sentence grammaticality and narrative structure, did (as reported in Altman, et al., 2012) . Similarly, Knoph, Lind, and Simonsen (2015) treated a multilingual speaker in her late-learned (L4) Norwegian and found mixed evidence for cross-language generalisation to her other languages; for example, gains were noted in her earlier-learned English (L2) in semantic and syntactic subtests of the Bilingual Aphasia Test (BAT; Paradis and Libben, 1987) , but not in verb naming nor on sentence and discourse variables in connected speech production.
In a study that examined cross-language generalisation in multiple participants, Croft and colleagues enrolled five Bengali-English bilinguals with aphasia in two phases of therapy, one in each of their languages, sequentially (Croft et al., 2011) . All participants were from Bangladesh and were living in England at the time of the study; all were at least six months post a left CVA resulting in aphasia and all experienced lexical retrieval difficulties in both their languages.
Treatment targeted word retrieval using semantic and phonological strategies. Testing prior to intervention was extensive; testing following treatment focused on picture naming. Results demonstrated that two participants benefitted from semantic-based treatment and gains were noted in both their languages; four participants benefitted from phonological-based treatment, one of them showing gains only in her first language; and one participant did not show treatment-related improvement. Critically, three of the five participants demonstrated crosslanguage generalisation to the untreated language following semantic-based treatment. Similarly, mixed results were reported in Kiran and Roberts (2010) , with one of their four participants showing clear cross-language generalisation following treatment.
The mixed pattern of results regarding cross-language treatment generalisation raises the questions of what might predict whether cross-language generalisation will be obtained and how it is best measured. Regarding predictors of cross-language treatment effects, several variables have been implicated. These include the domain targeted in therapy (e.g. lexical retrieval vs. morphosyntactic structure), the degree of linguistic similarities between the languages in question (e.g. cognates vs. non-cognate translation equivalents; languages from the same family, such as Spanish and Catalan vs. distant languages, such as English and Chinese), and the participants' relative language proficiency and language use in each language prior to and following the aphasia onset.
Treatments that target underlying processes (for example semantic organization, as in Semantic Feature Analysis, e.g. Boyle and Coelho, 1995) or overall production fluency (as in, for example, Oral Reading and Language for Aphasia [ORLA] , e.g. Cherney, 2004) , may be predicted to promote generalisation across languages more than might treatments that focus on specific lexical items or syntactic structures. However, most treatment studies have reported treatment outcome in terms of the treated aspects, such as accuracy of lexical retrieval (e.g. Croft et al., 2011; Edmonds and Kiran, 2006; Kohnert, 2004; Lalor and Kirsner, 2001) . Few studies have reported untreated aspects, such as overall test scores and severity levels (e.g. Knoph, 2013; Miller Amberber, 2012) , or generalisation to connected speech production (Altman et al., 2012; Knoph et al., 2015) . Particularly little is known about change in overall efficiency of language production, especially in mild aphasia, among bilingual individuals.
One variable that has been put forward as a critical variable in determining the likelihood of cross-language generalisation following intervention is language proficiency, though researchers diverge in the predictions they have generated and in the findings they have reported.
Specifically, it has been suggested that cross-language generalisation is more likely to be observed between languages of comparable proficiency (Edmonds and Kiran, 2006; Goral, 2012) , and from a weaker language to a stronger language (Edmonds and Kiran, 2006) or from a stronger language to a weaker one (Goral, 2012; Miertsch et al., 2009) , and several studies have demonstrated that proficiency had little predicting value on cross-language effects (Knoph, 2013; Knoph et al., 2015) .
Goral and colleagues have suggested that cross-language effects can lead to transfer of treatment benefits but may also lead to an increase in between-language competition, thus yielding temporary negative cross-language effects (Goral, Naghibolhosseini, and Conner, 2013) . Such a view, consistent with Green's Inhibitory Control theory (e.g. Green, 1998) , can account for the lack of treatment-related improvement reported in several studies (e.g. Abutalebi et al., 2009) . That is, it is possible that both influences are at play: cross-language generalising of treatment benefits is modulated by decreased overall activation levels of the untreated language.
It is yet to be determined how positive cross-language treatment transfer, on the one hand, and negative effects resulting from increased activation levels of the treated language and decreased activation levels of the untreated language, on the other hand, may work in concert to yield the results reported in the literature.
Another variable that may influence cross-language generalisation is languages' typological distance. This may be particularly relevant for individuals who speak three languages or more, whereby multiple languages may be differentially inhibited or facilitated based on their typological relationship to the more activated (treated) language (Mosca, 2017) .
Theoretical support for this variable is based on De Bot's 2004 Multilingual Processing Model, which proposes that production in one language yields heightened activation of languagespecific elements as well as elements that may overlap among a speaker's languages. The variable outcome of studies of cross-linguistic generalisation of aphasia treatment in bilingual speakers of language with shared typology (e.g., facilitation reported in Kohnert, 2004 ; inhibition reported in Kurland & Falcon, 2011) may be due to the relationship between the target of treatment (e.g., cognates, semantic features, verb argument) and shared linguistic elements.
In our current work, we had the opportunity to examine the role of language proficiency in cross-language generalisation in a multilingual individual with aphasia by testing his languages of higher and lower proficiency levels following treatment. We generated the following prediction on the basis of psycholinguistic accounts of bilingual representation and processing (e.g. Costa, Santesteban, and Ivanova, 2006; Dijkstra, De Bruijn, Schriefers, and Ten Brinke, 2000; Guo and Peng, 2006) . Treatment in a language of high proficiency ---by prompting greater co-activation of languages of comparable (high) proficiency than of languages of differing proficiency levels ---would lead to cross-language generalisation among languages of comparable proficiency. This expectation is commensurate with the findings of non-selective language activation for highly proficient bilinguals (e.g. Dijkstra et al., 2000; Kroll, Bobb, Misra and Guo, 2008) .
In addition, language co-activation may result not only in cross-language treatment generalisation for languages of higher proficiency but also in cross-language intrusions for languages of lower proficiency. That is, greater activation of highly proficient languages may result in the intrusion of lexical items from these highly activated languages while attempting to speak in the less activated languages. Several studies have reported language mixing behaviours among their participants (e.g. Ansaldo, Ghazi Saidi and Ruiz, 2010; Croft et al., 2011; Keane and Kiran, 2015) , but did not set out to examine instances of code-mixing as a measure of crosslanguage treatment effects. Keane and Kiran (2015) Whereas such intrusion errors can be taken as aphasia-related behaviour, switching between languages in the same sentence (code-mixing) or between sentences (code-switching) are common phenomena among multilingual speakers, although habits of mixing vary greatly within-and between-individuals (Myers-Scotton, 2002). The production of target words in the non-target language may be especially common between languages that are linguistically similar (e.g. Ecke, 2015 , Mosca, 2017 . Switching languages among bilinguals with aphasia has been considered both a sign of language impairment (e.g. Perecman, 1984) as well as a strategy to improve communication (Grosjean, 1985; Muñoz, Marquardt, and Copeland, 1999) . In a few studies, explicit use of switching, or translation, has been encouraged as a therapeutic tool, i.e. to facilitate word retrieval of translation equivalents (Ansaldo et al., 2010) . In contrast, when the switching is unintended, or when the interlocutor does not share that language with the speaker, switching can be detrimental to communication. Thus, decreased numbers of unintended instances of language mixing and switching can serve as a measure of production success among bilingual individuals with aphasia.
In the current research study, we asked whether we could capture cross-language treatment generalisation by measuring efficiency in connected speech production of a multilingual person with mild aphasia. We defined efficiency in two ways, one concerned a calculation of correct information units (CIU; Nicholas and Brookshire, 1993) per minute, the other concerned instances of language switching (frequency of lexical insertion), suggesting cross-linguistic interference. We provided treatment in one language (L1) of the participant and tested his L1 as well as six of his untreated languages. We administered treatment that targeted general processes of efficient language production and we hypothesised that the concurrent activation of highly proficient languages would facilitate cross-language generalisation. In contrast, languages of lower proficiency would be less likely to be active during L1 processing and so would likely benefit less from treatment in L1. As well, we predicted that language similarity may have a positive effect on cross-language generalisation. Nevertheless, it is also possible that the type of treatment we employed, which did not focus on language-specific items and structures, would lead to cross-language generalisation regardless of whether the languages shared more or less syntactic structures or lexical items. Finally, we predicted increased crosslanguage intrusion errors during production in languages of lower proficiency as outlined below.
The following research questions guided our investigation:
1. Does treatment in L1 generalise to the non-treated languages and is generalisation modulated by language proficiency and linguistic similarity? 2. Does treatment in L1 result in increased co-activation of languages of high proficiency yielding cross-language interference (i.e. increased language mixing) in languages of lower proficiency?
Based on theories of bilingual language activation we predicted the following:
1. Treatment in L1 will generalise to the non-treated languages, such that there will be increased efficiency in language production. Based on theories of proficiency-dependent and similarity-dependent language co-activation, greater generalisation is expected for languages of higher proficiency than for languages of lower proficiency, and for languages that are linguistically similar.
2. Based on the co-activation of highly-proficient languages and in the absence of activation of languages of lower proficiency, an increased interference from languages of higher proficiency into languages of lower proficiency is expected following treatment.
METHOD Participant
The participant is a Belgium-born 65-year-old man, DN. He acquired Dutch (Flemish) at home, and was exposed to Dutch, French and German growing up in a trilingual region, becoming fluent in these three languages in childhood. He has continued to use these three languages with family and friends, and for business. He was also exposed to Afrikaans at home, from books and magazines and as it was spoken for business by his father. He learned English at age 15 and Italian at age 16 and became fluent in these two languages within a couple of years.
He learned Danish, Swedish, and Norwegian in his mid-30s and Spanish and Portuguese in his 40s. He has continued to use all his languages with friends and family, for travel, and for business. He had started learning Russian but did not gain high proficiency. At the time of the study, DN rated his language proficiency prior to the stroke as 7 or above on a 1-9 scale (where 9=native like proficiency) in five of his languages: Dutch, English, French, German, and Italian; 6 in Spanish, and 4 in Norwegian. He completed high school, college, and a law degree.
Schooling was completed in Dutch with the exception of a couple of classes taught in French. Table 1 provides 
Insert table 1 about here

Treatment
Before beginning the study, the testing and treatment procedures were explained to the participant and he signed an informed consent. Forty hours of treatment in Dutch, DN's first language, were completed over the course of five weeks via Skype ™. The number of hours per week ranged from six to ten, to accommodate the participant's availability. Treatment was administered by a licensed speech-language therapist, a native speaker of Dutch. The objectives of treatment were to improve efficiency of spontaneous speech in responsive as well as in conversational contexts. We selected Oral Reading for Language in Aphasia (ORLA; Cherney, 2004) for several reasons. This method is particularly well suited for telerehabilitation and has been used successfully with mild to moderate non-fluent aphasia (Cherney, 2010a; . In addition, by design this oral reading treatment focuses on connected discourse and provides practice with speech rhythm and pacing, which we expected to be particularly beneficial to our participant given his frequent hesitations and blocking during oral language production (Cherney, 2010b) . We modified the original protocol to suit the needs of our participant and employed the following six steps: reading single paragraphs aloud, locating words in the text, using words in sentences, reading multiple paragraphs independently, summarising paragraphs, and answering content questions. The reading material consisted of selected articles from newspapers and magazines covering current events, travel, politics and economics, all areas of interest for the participant. To promote fluency and reduce pausing, the participant was encouraged to read using exaggerated prosody, a technique that was modelled by the clinician and then gradually faded (Norton, Zipse, Marchina, and Schlaug, 2009 ). See Appendix A.
Pre-and post-treatment measurements
We tested DN in seven of his languages: Dutch, French, English, German, Spanish, Italian, and Norwegian 1 . For pre-and post-treatment measures, each language was assessed on three different days. Each testing session lasted approximately one hour for a total of 21 testing hours pre-treatment and 21 post-treatment. The order of languages was pseudo-randomised to reduce order and fatigue effects (see table 2 ). Testing was administered by seven clinicians or student clinicians who were native or highly proficient speakers of the respective language.
Because some of the testers were not physically located in the same city, all testing was done using computer video calls with Skype™. The computer screen was shared such that the participant was able to view the test stimuli on the examiner's screen. All sessions were audioand video-recorded.
The testing items ---detailed below---were selected to evaluate generalisation of treatment effects using comparable items across languages. Only the first task was practised during treatment, although the questions he answered were unrelated to the treated material.
1. Answering questions: The participant was given six wh-questions and was instructed to answer each question in one sentence.
2. Picture description: The picture description task of the BAT was administered, instructing the participant to produce a story based on a panel of six drawings.
3. Narrative production: The participant was asked to talk for a few minutes about a topic (e.g. a recent vacation).
Question generation:
The participant was presented with six cartoons and was instructed to generate a question that the person in the picture might be asking.
A different topic was given in each of the three testing days for subtest 3. A different order of the same items was administered for the remaining subtests.
Insert table 2 about here
Outcome measures
All responses to the testing items were transcribed and scored by the examiner or by a trained research assistant highly proficient in the language. Prior to scoring, the transcriptions were coded to blind the scorers to the testing time. The responses to the narrative and picture description tasks were divided into utterances by identifying each Analysis of Speech Unit (ASUnit; Foster, Tonkyn, and Wigglesworth, 2000, p. 366) . The AS-Unit determination considers intonation, pausing, syntax and meaning. (For a complete description see Kempler and Goral, 2011 .) The duration of each utterance was then measured manually using sound-editing software.
Comments made by the examiner, if present, were excluded for the recorded duration.
To capture post-treatment change across languages we measured Correct Information Units (CIU)/min. as a measure of production efficiency for each of the tasks (Nicholas and Brookshire, 1993) . We defined CIUs as words that were intelligible in context, accurate in relation to the picture(s) or topic, relevant, and informative. Comments on the task, false starts, fillers, repetitions or revisions were excluded. Responses did not have to be grammatically correct to be considered in the CIU count, but they did have to be in the target language. The
CIUs were summed and divided by the sum of the duration of the utterances as defined by the AS-Unit, multiplied by 60, and then averaged across the three testing times for each task and language.
In addition, we assessed cross-linguistic interference by calculating the percentage of whole words that were code-mixed. Production of an entire word in a non-target language was counted. Although there were some instances of other types of code-mixing (base in target language, stem in non-target language), they occurred minimally in the corpus, and we did not include these in our count. The percentage of code-mixed words was calculated by dividing the number of instances of code-mixing by the total number of verbal units (defined as words or part words in the target or non-target languages).
Statistical analyses:
We employed quantitative non-parametric analysis to assess the effects of the intervention on the target and non-target languages, using nonoverlap statistics. Nonoverlap of All Pairs (NAP) was the principal measure of effect size. The NAP is the most complete of the nonoverlap indices as it makes use of all pairwise comparisons (Kratochwill and Levin, 2014) and is appropriate for use with small number of observations. The NAP has demonstrated high calculation accuracy and good external validation with the R 2 standard when compared with other nonoverlap statistics (Parker and Vannest, 2009 ). Each of the three pre-treatment baseline observations was paired with each of the three post-treatment observations to make 9 pairs (i.e. N = nA*nB). We counted the number of Positive (P), Negative (N), and Tied (T) pairs, summed P and ½ T, and divided that sum by the total number of pairs.
= − ( * 100 = + .5 + + * 100 = 2 * NAP − 1
Because NAP is an AUC (area under the curve) statistic, the probability is reduced to chance level at 0.5. Therefore, we rescaled the NAP calculations to reflect a 0 to 1.0 range (with a negative NAP indicative of post worse than pre). Parker and Vannest suggested the following tentative ranges of 0.85--1.00 = strong effects; 0.32--0.84 = moderate effects; below 0.31 small effects. We adopted a stricter criterion and reduced the moderate effect range by 50% yielding a range of 0.58--0.84. We report here moderate and strong effects. Because NAP is new in our field, for reader reference we calculated effect size that has been used traditionally in treatment studies (Beeson and Robey, 2006) , according to the formula below.
RESULTS
For each language, we assessed language efficiency using CIUs/min for the four production tasks: Narrative, Picture Description, Answering Questions, and Question We report below results based on the NAP analyses. The tables include also effect sizes, which were generally small but consistent with the NAP results.
Language efficiency
On measures of CIUs/min, DN showed a significant improvement in the treated language, Dutch, as well as in his four languages of higher proficiency. Average production efficiency pre-to post-treatment increased in Dutch for three of the four tasks: Picture Description and Answering Questions (medium effects), and for Question Generation (strong effects). In untreated languages, cross-linguistic treatment effects were apparent on four tasks in French: Narrative, Picture Description, Answering Questions, and Question Generation (all strong effects); three tasks for Italian: Narrative, Picture Description (medium effects), and
Answering Questions (strong effects); two tasks in English: Narrative and Picture Description (strong effects); and two for German: Picture Description and Question Generation (medium effects).
Gains in efficiency were absent, apart from one task, in his languages of lower proficiency. In Spanish, none of the four tasks yielded significant gains. In Norwegian, he improved markedly on the Question Generation task, however not on the other three tasks.
Language interference
Code-mixing of whole words was minimal for DN's languages of higher proficiency, Dutch, English, French, German, and Italian: either no words or 1--2 words were mixed within a given task and therefore change was not examined. As we anticipated, for languages of lower proficiency his frequency of code-mixing on average across the two testing blocks was greater for Norwegian (M = 0.21), his weakest language, than for Spanish (M = 0.05). However, the change in the frequency of interference pre-to-post treatment was found for Spanish but not for Norwegian (see table 4 ). In Spanish, a significant increase in code-mixing was found for two of the four tasks post treatment, and largely to Italian (example 1). In Norwegian there was no significant change and code-mixed words were to multiple languages (example 2).
(1) El marido cade del albero.
The husband falls from the tree.
(2) der mand vil zie zine /føgel/ * [pause] der mand vil zine [pause] /føgel/ … take away
The man wants his birds [pause] , wants his birds [pause] take away.
Insert tables 3 and 4 and figures 1 and 2 about here
DISCUSSION
In this study, we examined the cross-linguistic effects on six languages in a multilingual man with mild non-fluent aphasia, following treatment of a seventh, his native Dutch (L1). We asked whether improvement in Dutch would transfer to his other languages and whether it would be dependent upon proficiency and/or linguistic similarity to his other languages. We also evaluated the degree and nature of any change in cross-linguistic interference by examining code-mixing behaviour. Following treatment, his improved efficiency for Dutch production generalised to his four other languages of high post-stroke proficiency but minimally to the two of lower post-stroke proficiency. Increased code-mixing was asymmetric, likely due to the interaction between proficiency and linguistic similarity.
Language efficiency
To address generalisation of improved language efficiency within and across languages we examined changes in the number of CIUs (relevant words) DN produced per minute on each of four production tasks: Narratives, Picture Description, Question Generation, and Answering
Questions in seven of his languages. The treatment we administered targeted overall production fluency, rather than specific lexical items or syntactic structures, and we therefore expected it to generalise to the non-treated languages. As expected, we found change in language efficiency in the treated as well as generalisation to the non-treated languages.
We interpreted the extent of generalisation by examining the number of tasks that showed improvement and the magnitude of that improvement. Accordingly, our prediction of greater generalisation for languages of higher proficiency than for languages of lower proficiency was confirmed. In comparison to the languages of lower proficiency, Spanish and Norwegian, improvement in his highly proficient French, English, Italian, and German paralleled improvement in his treated L1, Dutch. Our results are consistent with a cross-linguistic generalisation of treatment gains reported in the literature (e.g. Edmonds and Kiran, 2006; Goral et al., 2010; Knoph, 2013; Kohnert, 2004; Kurland and Falcon, 2011) and lend strong support to the suggestion that cross-linguistic transfer is more likely to occur in languages of comparable proficiency (Edmonds and Kiran, 2006; Goral, 2012) , possibly due to non-selective activation of bilinguals' languages of high proficiency (e.g. Dijkstra et al., 2000; Kroll, Bobb, Misra and Guo, 2008) .
We further predicted greater cross-language treatment generalisation between languages that are close, typologically, and share linguistic elements. However, in contrast to this prediction, our results point to greater cross-linguistic transfer to a more dissimilar language.
Specifically, we observed the least robust generalisation from Dutch to German, a language closer in linguistic distance to DN's L1 than his other highly proficient languages, while the more distant, French, showed the most robust gains. This pattern of results may be surprising, given previous findings of cross-language generalisation between similar languages (e.g. Goral et al., 2010; Kohnert, 2004) . A possible account for the less robust generalisation to similar languages could be an increased between-language competition resulting from linguistic similarity (e.g. de Bot, 2004; Kurland and Falcon, 2011; Mosca, 2017) .
Thus, in answer to our first research question, treatment in L1 generalised to the nontreated languages, as was evident in increased efficiency in language production and, as we predicted, greater generalisation was found for languages of higher proficiency than for languages of lower proficiency. Linguistic similarity appeared to play a role in cross-language treatment effects, but inconsistent with our prediction, we observed greater generalisation to the more dissimilar languages. Taken together, within this multilingual speaker with aphasia, a shared conceptual system may have supported generalisation among languages of equal proficiency, yet word retrieval difficulties in the presence of linguistic similarity may have reduced the extent of that generalisation by inter-language competition.
Our results demonstrate the feasibility of measuring efficiency of language production to document treatment-related improvement in aphasia. This is particularly relevant to individuals with mild aphasia who typically score well on structured tests (Penn and Beecham, 1992) . It is also of note that this production-efficiency measure is a useful way to assess generalisation from treatment to elicited connected speech production. We maintain that the cross-language generalisation observed in our participant is substantial because skills generalised from the in-session treatment activities and material to increased efficiency in our outcome measures which were unrelated, unpractised language production tasks.
Language interference
We predicted that due to the increased activation of DN's languages of higher proficiency and the greater word retrieval difficulty in his languages of lower proficiency, those languages of lower proficiency would be more vulnerable to cross-linguistic interference than those of higher proficiency. Indeed, both before and after Dutch treatment, the frequency of code-mixing was negligible in his five highly proficient languages and greater in the languages of lower poststroke proficiency. Consistently, within his languages of lower proficiency, he code-mixed more when attempting to produce information in the weaker language, Norwegian, than in Spanish.
However, a change in cross-linguistic interference following treatment was not parallel in the two languages. Unlike Keane and Kiran (2015) who reported increased intrusion errors in the two treated languages of their trilingual participant, we observed a different pattern of posttreatment language mixing in two untreated languages of our participant. DN's significant increase in frequency of code-mixing in Spanish not present in Norwegian suggests differential effects of L1 treatment on the two languages. A source of potential interference for Spanish is its linguistic similarity to Italian, unlike Norwegian that shares fewer cognates and is more linguistically distant to DN's other languages (Dyen, Kruskal, and Black, 1992) . This leads us to suggest that the post-treatment activation and improvement in Italian resulted in greater betweenlanguage competition when attempting to speak Spanish, and consequently in greater frequency of code-mixing when responding in Spanish. Taken together, we posit that interference was modulated by an interaction between language proficiency and linguistic similarity.
This interaction may explain a lack of generalisation, reported in the literature, between languages that are more closely related to each other. For example, Abutalebi and colleagues examined treatment effects for JRC, a Spanish-Italian bilingual, using fMRI and behavioural measures (Abutalebi et al., 2009) . The participant's Italian (L2), improved but apparently at the expense of his Spanish (L1) which showed no generalisation and decreased accuracy on portions of the Bilingual Aphasia Test. The authors concluded an impairment of language selection and control negatively influenced JRC's performance in Spanish due to interference from the treated and more active Italian. In contrast, many of the studies that reported cross-language generalisation found it between languages of varying linguistic distance (e.g. Bengali and
English in Croft et al. 2011; Arabic and English in Knoph, 2013) We contrast our DN's antagonistic Italian-Spanish recovery with the lack of change in code-mixing in his other language of lower proficiency, Norwegian. Unlike the Spanish-Italian proximity, Norwegian, although Germanic (like German, Dutch and English), has greater lexical distance relative to any of DN's five languages of higher proficiency. Indeed, whereas the primary language of code-mixing was to Italian for Spanish, for Norwegian code-mixed words came from various languages. Thus, in response to our second research question and consistent with our prediction, increased interference in the non-treated languages appeared greater for languages of lower proficiency than for language of higher proficiency, and between languages that are linguistically similar. It is also possible that Norwegian, for which DN had reported only minimal change post the aphasia onset, was less active even prior to the stroke and was thus less affected by the increased activation of the other languages following the treatment we administered. Future studies may be able to dissociate the contribution of proficiency, activation, and language similarity to cross-language effects following treatment.
In summary, as a multilingual individual with aphasia, DN has given us a unique opportunity to observe three effects of treatment generalisation on languages operating in concert. The first is transfer of treatment effects of improved efficiency, which can be taken as evidence for co-activation (Kroll et al., 2008) and overlapping neural representation (Green and Abutalebi, 2008) of these languages. In this case, treatment in L1 benefitted not just one but multiple languages of comparable proficiency. The second process is inhibition. That is, improvement in one language may occur at the expense of another (cf. Abutalebi et al., 2009 ).
In this case, improvement in Italian may have temporarily inhibited DN's Spanish. The third process is the interaction between linguistic proficiency and similarity and is reflected in our data in two ways. Improvement in Dutch transferred to all his languages of high proficiency, benefitting French ---the language most dissimilar to Dutch ---the most, and German ---the language most similar ---the least. In the case of cross-linguistic generalisation, thus, comparable proficiency increased the likelihood of benefit and linguistic similarity decreased the likelihood of benefit. In the case of cross-linguistic interference, our data suggest that unequal proficiency may increase the probability of interference for languages with linguistic similarity.
Conclusion
Following treatment in Dutch, DN's first language, his efficiency of language production improved in the treated language as well as in his other languages of higher proficiency, with reduced or minimal gains for his languages of lower proficiency. In addition to the benefit that the treatment provided, we also found evidence for increased interference as reflected in greater word mixing for one of his languages of lower proficiency but not the other. We suggest that this selective interference resulted from an interaction between language proficiency and language similarity.
This study has limitations. Evaluating performance in seven languages posed logistical hurdles in managing data collection and scoring. The 21 sessions our participant generously completed pre-and post-treatment yielded three sessions per language, limiting the number of data points for analysis. In addition, it was challenging to obtain further clinicians to rescore the data to complete interrater reliability in all the languages. The efficiency measure we employed included measuring the duration of the participant's production in each language and was labour intensive and time consuming, and therefore, although highly effective in capturing treatmentrelated change, may be less useful clinically. As with any single subject design, there is limited generalisability of data from a single individual and additional data from similar and dissimilar languages of varying levels of proficiency used by multilingual individuals with aphasia are needed to support our interpretation. As well, the increased activation of DN's multiple languages during the week of testing may have contributed to the patterns of interference observed. Nevertheless, because code-mixing did not seem to be present in the languages of higher proficiency, despite the testing schedule, we are comfortable attributing the interference observed during Spanish production to the unique combination of increased efficiency in Italian and the similarities between Spanish and Italian. The extent to which shared linguistic elements increase the likelihood of cross-language interference and may diminish cross-language generalisation warrants further study.
Activities Objective Procedure
Reading aloud
Read separate paragraphs with uniformity of rate and modified prosody
The participant reads the paragraph independently with exaggerated prosody.
Locating words in text
Coherent and fluent description of the location of words; phrase or sentence level production with exaggerated prosody
For each separate paragraph, the participant and clinician take turns selecting a word and asking the other person to locate the word. Once the word has been located, the sentence is read aloud.
Using words in sentences
Fluent use of words in sentences; sentence level production For each separate paragraph, the participant and clinician take turns selecting a word from the text and asking the other person to use it in a sentence. The sentence is produced with exaggerated prosody.
Reading complete text (i.e. three paragraphs) independently
Practise reading multiple paragraphs with uniformity of rate and modified prosody
The participant reads the paragraphs independently with exaggerated prosody.
Summarising/retelling the paragraphs Summarisation of the main idea of each paragraph.
The participant gives a one to two sentence summary of each paragraph of the reading passage, using exaggerated prosody.
Answering content questions
Fluent spontaneous production of sentences
The participant and clinician take turns asking open-ended questions about information provided in the text and answering with 1-2 sentences using the words used in the paragraphs they read. Self-rating pre CVA 9/9 8/9 7/9 7/9 7/9 4/9 6/9
Self-rating post CVA 8/9 7/9 7/9 6/9 7/9 3/9 3/9
